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1 Introduction

Botnets continue to pose a significant threat to In-
ternet security, and their detection remains a focus
of academic and industry research. Some of the most
successful botnet measurement and remediation ef-
forts rely heavily on sinkholing the botnet’s command
and control (C&C) domains [1]. Essentially, sinkhol-
ing consists of re-writing the DNS resource records of
C&C domains to point to one or more sinkhole IP ad-
dresses, thus directing victim C&C communications
to the sinkhole operator (e.g., law enforcement).

Sinkholes are typically managed in collaboration
with domain registrars and/or registries, and the
owner of the network range where the botnet C&C
is sinkholed. Registrars often play a critical role in
remediating abusive domains (e.g., by invoking rapid
take-down terms commonly found in domain registra-
tion contracts, such as the “Uniform Rapid Suspen-
sion System” [3]). Collaboration with the sinkhole
network range owners is needed to endure the pos-
sible IP reputation damage to their IP space, since
sinkholes may appear as real C&Cs to others.

While some sinkhole IPs are publicly known or can
be easily discovered (see Section 2.1), most are jeal-
ously kept as trade secrets by their operators, to pro-
tect proprietary black lists of remediated domains.
Therefore, third-party researchers are often unable
to distinguish between malicious C&C sites and re-
mediated domains pointed to sinkholes.

In some cases, this stove-piping of sinkhole infor-
mation can cause “friendly fire”, whereby security
operators or law enforcement may take down an al-
ready sinkholed C&C. This results in disrupting re-
mediation efforts, and may in some cases bring more

harm to the botnet victims (whose infected clients
may turn to secondary or backup C&C domains not
being remediated). It is therefore useful to build tech-
nologies capable of identifying whether or not a C&C
domain and/or IP are part of a sinkholing effort.

In this paper, we present SinkMiner, a novel foren-
sics system that enables the discovery of previously
unknown sinkhole IPs and the related sinkholed
domains by efficiently mining large passive DNS
databases. Being able to discover “secretive” sinkhole
operations has both benign and not-so-benign impli-
cations. On a purely benign side, labeling previously
unknown sinkhole IPs may prevent “friendly fire,”
as mentioned above. Also, the discovery of sinkhole
IPs may enable a much more precise measurement of
the effective lifetime of C&C domains. On the other
hand, the ability to identify sinkhole IPs may allow
less-than-honest researchers to collect all related sink-
holed domains, which could then be re-sold to third-
parties as part of a domain blacklist, thus unfairly
taking advantage of the often very meticulous and
costly work done by the sinkhole operator.

Our system’s ability to detect previously unknown
sinkhole IPs is based on a somewhat surprising em-
pirical observation: sinkhole operators often relocate
C&C domains from a sinkhole IP to another (see Sec-
tion 2.2). Therefore, given a small seed of known
sinkhole IPs, we can leverage passive DNS databases
to monitor the “behavior” or their sinkholed domains
to track where they relocate — effectively discover-
ing “by association” previously unknown sinkholes.
This is in stark contrast with what common knowl-
edge may suggest, namely that once a C&C domain
falls into a sinkhole it will never escape until it ex-
pires or is “retired” by the sinkhole operator, making
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it “unresolvable”.

2 System Overview

The main goal of our system is to find new and pre-
viously unknown sinkhole IPs. We start with a list
of few known sinkhole IPs, S, which may be derived
through manual investigation and/or personal com-
munications with some sinkhole operators. Using a
large passive DNS database (PDNS), we travel back
in time and gather all the sinkholed domains SD his-
torically related to IPs in S. In other words, SD con-
tains all domains that resolved to any of the IPs in S
at least once during their lifetime (see Section 3 for
more details). Next, we extract the full IP resolution
history of the domains in SD. One may expect that
after a domain is sinkholed, it will continue to resolve
to that sinkhole IP for the rest of its life. Nonethe-
less, we found numerous counterexamples. In prac-
tice, there exist many sinkholed domains that after
pointing to an initial sinkhole IP later start to resolve
to some other IPs, some of which are different known
sinkholes whereas others are “unknown”. Our goal is
to properly label this set of unknown IPs, which we
call Spot (potential sinkholes).

We empirically found that the IPs in the set Spot

fall in one of the following categories:

1. New Sinkhole: These are IP addresses owned by
security operators and used for the purposes of
taking over and/or studying botnets. A previ-
ously sinkholed domain name may move to a
new sinkhole IP due to a deliberate relocation
decision performed by the sinkhole operator.

2. Parking : Parking IPs are typically used as a
“traffic vacuum” [2]. Often, when a domain
name registration expires, a registrar (or third-
party) may take ownership of the expired do-
main, and point it to a parking IP. Machines
(e.g., infected machines) that still query the now
expired domain are redirected to websites that
serve advertisement, thus generating revenue.
Therefore, as a sinkholed C&C domain registra-
tion expires, the domain may later start resolv-
ing to one or more parking IPs.

3. NX-Domain Rewriting : Some ISPs generate rev-
enue from advertisement by redirecting machines
that query for non-existent (NX) domains, in-
cluding some expired C&C domains, to an ad-
populated web page [4]. To this end, the DNS
resolver owned by the ISP performs an on-the-fly
rewriting of the DNS response, injecting a valid
resource record into the answer section.

Note that we do not make any claims about the IPs
that the C&C domains resolved to before they were
sinkholed. That is, the set Spot only includes IP ad-
dresses resolved by domains that previously pointed
to a known sinkhole. In the following sections, we
address the problem of distinguishing new sinkhole
IPs from parking and NX-domain rewriting IPs.

2.1 Preliminary Labeling
In this section, we describe two methods we use to
perform a preliminary labeling of the potential sink-
hole IPs (Spot).
Popularity-based labeling One thing that we
observed while studying the characteristics of known
sinkholes, is that sinkhole IPs are pointed to (in time)
by relatively large numbers of domains (e.g., several
thousands). Therefore, given the set Spot, we query
the PDNS database, and rank the IPs by “popular-
ity”, and only consider IPs that in time were pointed
to by more than θpop previously sinkholed domains.

Clearly, this subset of “popular” IPs may still
include parking and NX-rewriting IPs. Therefore,
we map the IPs to their autonomous system (AS)
and consider as (highly likely) new sinkhole IPs only
those addresses that are located within an IP space
owned by well-known organization that are known to
operate botnet sinkholes (e.g., Microsoft, Verisign,
Google, ISC, etc.).
Name server-based labeling In addition, we con-
sider the name server name associated with the re-
maining potential sinkhole IPs in Spot. This allows
us to find additional sinkhole IPs, and to also label
a large number of known parking IPs. For example,
we label as sinkhole IPs those that are resolved by
name servers such as torpig-sinkhole.org, ns1.

sinkhole.ch, dns3.sinkdns.net, sinkhole-00.

shadowserver.org, etc. In general, we search the
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PDNS database for name server names that contain
the keyword “sink”, and then perform a quick manual
analysis to only select names that are clearly related
to botnet sinkhole operations.

Similarly, we label as parking those IPs resolved
by name servers such as dns1.ns-park.net, park1.
dns.ws, nx1.dnspark.net, one.parkingservice.

com, etc. Again, we leverage the PDNS database to
find name server names containing the word “park”,
and then perform a quick manual analysis to only
select the most likely parking name servers.

Labeling popular NX-rewriting IPs is also feasible.
For example, some ISP are very aggressive, and re-
turn an IP even for queries to invalid domain names,
which should clearly return an NXDOMAIN error.
Based on this and other empirical observations, we
built a number of simple heuristics to automatically
label the most likely NX-rewriting IP addresses.

2.2 Graph-based Labeling
While studying the “behavior” of botnet sinkholes,
we noticed that in some cases sinkholed domains
would be “relocated” from a known sinkhole IP to
an uncategorized IP, and then back to another known
sinkhole IP (not necessarily the original one). Other,
more complicated patterns were also observed: some
malware domains would relocate from a known sink-
hole to an uncategorized IP, then to a different uncat-
egorized IP, and so on, before moving back to a (pos-
sibly different) known sinkhole. While we are not en-
tirely sure what drives this behavior, we believe sink-
holes are sometimes relocated to enable some form of
load balancing, or to isolate some botnets from each
other, for the purpose of more precise measurements.

In other cases, sinkholed domains may “naturally”
relocate to one or more parking or NX-rewriting IPs,
as they expire without being reclaimed by the sink-
hole operators. To efficiently distinguish among such
behavioral patterns, we leverage the PDNS database
to build a graph database around the set of known
and potential sinkhole IPs, S ∪ Spot. Specifically, we
build a weighted directed graph in which a node rep-
resents an IP address p ∈ S ∪ Spot. Given two nodes
pi and pj , we draw an edge if there exists any domain
name that, according to the PDNS database, first re-

solved to pi and later started to resolve to pj . The
weight of the edge is equal to the number of such do-
mains that transitioned from pi to pj during a given
time window of interest.

Once the graph database is built, to discover new
sinkholes we perform the following queries:

(1) S → px → S: We look for any node px “in
between” known sinkhole IPs. In other words,
we look for all cases in which there exist some
domains that first pointed to a known sinkhole,
then moved to px, and then relocated to another
known sinkhole. Notice that there may be cases
in which there are multiple domains that resolve
to px, and these domains previously pointed to
different sinkhole IPs. Similarly, domains that
point to px may then relocate to different known
sinkhole IPs.

In the context of the query, we also set some
constraints on the edge weights: we only consider
an IP address px as a new sinkhole IP if the edge
weights exceed a (tunable) threshold θw. We also
require that the number of distinct “opening”
and “terminal” S IPs that transit to/from px be
above an adjustable threshold θn.

(2) S → px → py → S: Similarly, we look for any
pair of consecutive nodes px and py “in between”
known sinkhole IPs. As for the previous query,
we only consider px and py as new sinkhole IPs if
the edge weights and the number of opening and
terminal IPs exceed the mentioned thresholds.

Essentially, we currently use the graph database
as a forensic analysis tool, to make investigating the
behavior of sinkhole IPs easier, and to discover pre-
viously unknown sinkhole operations. In our future
work, we plan to explore other types of queries and
to fully automate the sinkhole detection process.

3 Preliminary Evaluation

To evaluate SinkMiner, we started from an initial
list of 22 known sinkholes (S) from 19 different Au-
tonomous Systems (AS). Table 1 lists some of the
ASes (we refrain from disclosing the initial sinkhole
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Table 1: Examples of known sinkhole locations
ASN Organization Popularity ASN Organization Popularity
14618 AMAZON-AES 46,959 1280 ISC 16,987
8069 MICROSOFT 16,522 2637 GEORGIATECH 15,390
30060 VERISIGN 11,168 15169 GOOGLE 630

IPs, because they were provided to us by collabora-
tors and are not part of our new discoveries). By
querying our PDNS database, which contains his-
toric DNS information that dates back to the start
of 2011, overall we extracted 2,945,483 sinkholed do-
mains. However, many of these domains appeared to
be related to DGA-based botnets1. To eliminate this
“DGA noise”, we filtered out domain names that ap-
peared in the PDNS database for less than three days.
This reduced our set of sinkholed domains to 130,901.
The “popularity” column of Table 1 shows the num-
ber of domains pointing to sinkholes in the listed
ASes. As mentioned before, many C&C domains
change resolved IPs after being sinkholed. We ob-
served such behavior in 51,371 domains (39%). Over-
all, we collected 5,576 distinct IPs that appear after
a known sinkhole, which represent our set Spot.

Among the Spot IPs, using the approach described
in Section 2.1, we were able to identify 23 new (highly
likely) sinkhole IPs based on popularity, and 15 based
on name server names, thus expanding our initial set
of sinkholes from 22 to 60. In the process, we were
also able to label 475 IPs as related to parking ser-
vices, and 7 IPs related to NX-rewriting.

Our graph database (Section 2.2) is built over the
set of both known and potential sinkholes (S ∪Spot).
As mentioned above, using the preliminary labeling
approach we were able to label some of the graph
nodes in Spot as either “popular” sinkhole, parking or
NX-rewriting. Overall, the graph consisted of 5,613
nodes and 164,344 edges.

To set the detection thresholds θw and θn described
in Section 2.2, we fine-tuned them so to obtain no
false positives (FP). Here, we consider an IP px clas-
sified as sinkhole through our graph as a FP if it was
previously labeled as either parking or NX-rewiring.
By leveraging the graph database queries defined in
Section 2.2, we were able to label 49 highly likely new
sinkhole IPs. In particular, by manual inspection we

1DGA = domain generation algorithm.

Table 2: Examples of newly found sinkhole IPs
IP ASN Organization Popularity

93.170.52.30 44557 DRAGONARA 817,563
216.239.32.21 15169 GOOGLE 535,638
69.25.27.173 10913 INTERNAP 347,902

208.91.197.101 40034 CONFLUENCE 337,539
174.129.212.2 14618 AMAZON 110,381
199.2.137.141 3598 MICROSOFT 1,367

verified that query (1) yielded 12 highly likely new
sinkhole IPs, whereas query (2) yielded 37 new po-
tential sinkholes. In our future work we plan to seek
further confirmation through a more direct collabo-
ration with sinkhole operators.

To summarize, SinkMiner allowed us to find 87 new
(highly likely) sinkholes, thus expanding our initial
list of 22 known sinkhole IPs to 109. Overall, these
109 IPs were resolved by 3,443,344 distinct domains.
This demonstrates the potential impact of discover-
ing new sinkhole IPs using C&C domain intelligence.
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